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• Ported to Windows 8 • Optimized the application for Windows 8 operating system What's New in Contenta Converter: • Added Autofill-
Function • Improved automatic operation in batch processing • Added automatic downloading and adding of pages from MSN • Added an

option to fill in EXIF-metadata • Added an option to add description to images • Added filters that can automatically be used when it
comes to color, composition, etc. • Added a new converter which is based on the advanced image manipulation program "Magic Wand".
Key Features of Contenta Converter PREMIUM Cracked Version: • High quality image conversion • Ported to Windows 8 • Optimized
the application for Windows 8 operating system • Batch processing • Graphic effects (e.g. brightness, contrast, coloring, sharpness, red
eye, edge enhancer, perspective, compression, resize, adding of text and others) • BMP, JPG, PNG and TIFF image types supported •

Added an option to set the size of the output image • Added a few image adjustments • Added a filter that automatically changes the color
when converting to grayscale • Added the option to preserve IPTC and XMP metadata • Added the option to extract the preview from the
output file • Added an option to display the preview for selected images • Added a new converter which is based on the advanced image
manipulation program "Magic Wand" • Added an option to convert a single selected image What's New in Contenta Converter: • Added
Autofill-Function • Improved automatic operation in batch processing • Added an option to fill in EXIF-metadata • Added an option to

add description to images • Added a filter that can automatically be used when it comes to color, composition, etc. • Added a new
converter which is based on the advanced image manipulation program "Magic Wand" • Added an option to convert a single selected
image Key Features of Contenta Converter: • High quality image conversion • Ported to Windows 8 • Optimized the application for

Windows 8 operating system • Batch processing • Graphic effects (e.g. brightness, contrast, coloring, sharpness, red eye, edge enhancer,
perspective, compression, resize, adding of text and others) • BMP, JPG, PNG and TIFF image types supported • Added an option to set

the size of the output
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Create a keyframe and stop frame by using the built-in frame editing tools Warnings: Description: Color: Windows 7/8/8.1/10/Server
2012/Vista/XP/2000. Filetype: jpg, png, bmp. Language: English. User: Robert Description: Contenta Converter is a program designed to
help you convert image files between multiple formats, including BMP, JPG, PNG and TIFF. Clean, user-friendly interface The interface
of the application is clean and intuitive. Images can be imported into the list (from file or folder) by using either the file browser or "drag
and drop" method. Batch processing is supported. In the queue you can view the source path, type and size of each picture. So, once you

specify the output extension and path, you can proceed with the task. Before and after comparisons In addition, you can preview
photographs and their "before" and "after" size, move items up and down in the list, reduce the image size and enable Contenta Converter

to preserve EXIF, IPTC and XMP metadata, as well as to extract the preview. Furthermore, you can make image adjustments when it
comes to the color (e.g. black and white, sepia), composition (e.g. rotate, flip), filtering (e.g. blur, sharpen), authoring (i.e. watermarks)
and annotations (e.g. resolution, description). Not a resource monger The image processing tool requires a very low amount of system

resources (which is barely noticeable), supports several languages for the interface, has a good response time, includes a well-drawn help
file with snapshots for beginners and quickly finishes a task while keeping a very good image quality. We haven't come across any issues
during our tests and highly recommend Contenta Converter to all users. KEYMACRO Description: Create a keyframe and stop frame by
using the built-in frame editing tools Warnings: Description: Color: Windows 7/8/8.1/10/Server 2012/Vista/XP/2000. Filetype: jpg, png,
bmp. Language: English. User: Robert Description: Contenta Converter is a program designed to help you convert image files between

multiple formats, including BMP 1d6a3396d6
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Batch processing for XMP Clean, user-friendly interface Not a resource monger The program can be run on any Windows system and it
does not require any specific special equipment. It has a user-friendly interface, which is easy to understand and use. It is equipped with
many advanced features, such as saving all information about the pictures before and after conversion, applying special effects, making
easy adjustments to the picture and preserving XMP and IPTC data. The application has a good response time and supports several
languages for the interface. It is available as a free trial version, with a limited number of supported formats and image adjustments. The
application has a very good value for money. Batch processing for XMP Clean, user-friendly interface Not a resource monger The
program can be run on any Windows system and it does not require any specific special equipment. It has a user-friendly interface, which
is easy to understand and use. It is equipped with many advanced features, such as saving all information about the pictures before and
after conversion, applying special effects, making easy adjustments to the picture and preserving XMP and IPTC data. The application
has a good response time and supports several languages for the interface. It is available as a free trial version, with a limited number of
supported formats and image adjustments. The application has a very good value for money. How to convert BMP to JPG? How to
convert BMP to JPG? Batch processing for XMP Clean, user-friendly interface Not a resource monger The program can be run on any
Windows system and it does not require any specific special equipment. It has a user-friendly interface, which is easy to understand and
use. It is equipped with many advanced features, such as saving all information about the pictures before and after conversion, applying
special effects, making easy adjustments to the picture and preserving XMP and IPTC data. The application has a good response time and
supports several languages for the interface. It is available as a free trial version, with a limited number of supported formats and image
adjustments. The application has a very good value for money. How to convert BMP to JPG? How to convert BMP to JPG? Batch
processing for X

What's New in the?

* Support for any image format (.jpg,.png,.gif,.tiff,.bmp) * Supports the different formats: JPEG, PNG, BMP, GIF and TIFF * Clean,
user-friendly interface * Support for any image size * Preview: before and after size, rotate, flip, black and white, sepia, sharpen, blur,
watermark * Adjust: contrast, brightness, saturation, color (e.g. black and white, sepia, sharpen) * Import: images from the list or folder,
file browser * Export: selected file type and path * Adjust the size of the image * Insert/remove images * Set the image quality * Keep
the metadata (EXIF, IPTC, XMP) * Save the preview * Convert from 16 to 8 bits * Support for the following languages: English,
German, French, Spanish, Italian, Polish, Russian, Czech * Annotation: size, description, visibility * Export a batch of images * Create a
list of selected images * Display the list of images with EXIF, IPTC and XMP * Export the original image without EXIF, IPTC and XMP
* Supports the following image formats: JPEG, PNG, BMP, GIF and TIFF * Suppport batch conversion * Compare the images before
and after conversion * Compress images using the following formats: JPEG, PNG, BMP, GIF and TIFF * Supports scanning * Print
image * Online chat * Send the image by mail * Free support * Superb performance * Photo rotation * Thumbnail support * Multiple
languages * Batch processing * Import and export of files * Option to reduce the image size * Adjustment of the size (auto, auto and
crop) * Compression ratio between 1:8 and 1:1 * Selected image comparison * Set image quality * Keep the metadata (EXIF, IPTC,
XMP) * Batch conversion * Set the output directory * Change the extension of the image * Compression: JPEG, PNG, BMP, GIF and
TIFF * Supports rotation * Apply one of the following color effects: black and white, sepia, sharpen, blur, watermark * Convert and save
the images in BMP, JPEG, PNG, GIF and TIFF format * Compress images to the following formats: JPEG, PNG, BMP, GIF and TIFF *
Supports color correction * Compress the image size to the following values: 10%, 15%, 25%, 50% * Compress image quality * Extract
XMP, EXIF and IPTC information from the selected image * Delete the metadata from the selected images * Supports media scans * Set
the image size * Adjust
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System Requirements:

*Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 and 10. *1.6 GHz CPU *512 MB RAM *3 GB HD space *Mouse and keyboard *Please note, that the data on
the disc is encrypted by CCK, you will need to download a CCK decryption software from the link below, which will enable you to view
the data on the disc. *CCK-2.05* Compressed Size: 15.45 GB Uncompressed Size:
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